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1. Theory of knitted structures

Content: 

Basic elements of knitted structures (e.g. LAPIQUE, 3:1 fleece, 

Interlock and Rib structures) pattern analyses, drawing  

patterns, calculation of cam parts. 

  Target:  

The trainee will learn how to analyse and draw patterns as 

well as how to prepare the necessary information for the 

machine. 

2. Technical training

Content: 

Principles of machine construction, practical instructions for

machine adjustment, e.g. MCT quick change, takedowns, 

centering cylinder and dial.

  Target:  

The trainee will learn how to do the basic necessary technical 

adjustments.
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3. MDS 1 (Mayer Design software) training

Content: 

Functions of the MDS 1 software, creation of jacquard patterns 

(and also mechanical striper patterns),download to the machine 

and necessary adjustments. 

  Target:  

The trainee will learn how create his own jacquard patterns and 

data transfer to the machine. 

“  Expand your know-how in 
                           circular knitting. 
Optimise your benefit. 
            Maximise your profit.“
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Package 1 - Individual training at Mayer & Cie.:

Price: 700 Euro per person per day

This package includes 7 hours of training at MCT per day as well as 

lunch at MCT. No further services included (no airport transfer, no 

accommodation, no transportation between the hotel and MCT). 
 

Package 2 - Group training standard:

Price: 420 Euro per person per day 

(from the third person of the same company 200 Euro / day)

This package includes 7 hours of training at MCT per day as well as 

lunch at MCT. No further services included (no airport transfer, no 

accommodation, no transportation between the hotel and MCT). 

 

Package 3 - Group training all inclusive:

Price: 600 Euro per person per day  

(from the third person of the same company 380 Euro / day)

This package includes 7 hours of training at MCT per day as well as 

lunch at MCT. Other services included are: transfer from Stuttgart 

airport or Stuttgart central train station to Albstadt, hotel 

accommodation in a 3* hotel, daily transfer between the hotel 

and MCT). 
 
Package 4 - Individual training at customer site:

Price: 990 Euro per day  

(number of participants maximum eight persons)

This package includes training at customer’s premises (10 hours per day 

including time required for transfer from hotel to customer and back).

Further costs for flight / train ticket, travel time, board and lodging etc. 

will be quoted and charged additionally.

Training packages



  

Your benefit

Benefit from our competence in circular 
knitting

Mayer & Cie. has manufactured circular knitting machines for more 

than 115 years. Since 1905, our owner-managed family firm has been 

based in Albstadt, Germany. There, the market and technology leader’s 

head office and production site are located to this day. It is also where 

Mayer & Cie. knitting machines are, for the most part, made. About 

1,200 knitting machines and many more parts and components leave 

the Albstadt works every year. Our central administration and research 

and development department are based there too. In addition to our 

facilities in Germany, Mayer & Cie. has subsidiaries in China and 

the Czech Republic where we also assemble selected machines.

Mayer & Cie. sells its machines all over the world via an international 

network of sales representatives. Once in everyday use, you might 

find your circular knitting machine offers more than meets the eye. 

Regular seminars held by our experienced staff enable you to make 

the most of your machines. You can either attend a seminar at Mayer 

& Cie.’s headquarters or have the trainer come to your site. No matter 

which option you choose, be sure to benefit from our experience and 

expertise. 

The entire range of Mayer & Cie.’s current seminars is listed in this 

flyer. For further enquiries or bookings, please refer to the following 

e-mail address: training@mayercie.com.



Mayer & Cie. GmbH & Co. KG · Rundstrickmaschinen
Emil-Mayer-Strasse 10 · 72461 ALBSTADT · GERMANY
phone +49 (0)7432 700-0 
e-mail: info@mayercie.com · www.mayercie.com
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